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Abstract We performed numerical experiments of thermochemical convection in 3-D spherical
geometry to investigate the effects of a low viscosity of post-perovskite (pPv) on the stability and structure
of primordial reservoirs of dense material in the lower mantle of the Earth. Our results show that weak pPv
(1000× viscosity reduction in regions containing pPv) strongly increases the core-mantle boundary (CMB)
heat flux. The volume-averaged mantle temperature with weak pPv is slightly higher than that with regular
pPv, except in the lowermost mantle. This is because weak pPv weakens the base of the cold downwellings,
allowing cold slabs to spread more easily and broadly along the CMB. The stability and size of the dense
reservoirs is not substantially altered by weak pPv. In the weak pPv case, slabs spreading along the CMB
slightly decreases the stability of dense reservoirs, i.e., the amount of dense material entrained upward is
slightly larger than in the regular pPv case (i.e., viscosity of pPv identical to that of perovskite). Furthermore,
the topography and steepness of these reservoirs slightly increase. However, as in the regular pPv case, the
dense reservoirs are maintained over periods of time comparable to the age of the Earth.

1. Introduction

Sidorin et al. [1999] first suggested that a strong exothermic phase transition, which would be deflected
upward by low temperatures, fits the seismological observations in the D′′ region better than a chemical
boundary. Such an exothermic phase transition from perovskite (Pv) to post-perovskite (pPv) was sub-
sequently discovered by Murakami et al. [2004], Tsuchiya et al. [2004], and Oganov and Ono [2004] under
similar temperature and pressure conditions as the Earth’s deep mantle. This phase change also has a
strongly positive Clapeyron slope, which may be as high as 13 MPa/K [Tateno et al., 2009; Hernlund, 2010].
The presence of post-perovskite is needed to explain Pdiff and Sdiff arrivals [Cobden et al., 2012]. It has been
suggested that it may further explain the lowermost mantle seismic tomography [Davies et al., 2012]. Other
studies, however, indicate that compositional anomalies are further needed to fully explain seismic tomog-
raphy [Deschamps et al., 2012; Mosca et al., 2012]. Furthermore, pPv is expected to be highly anisotropic
which may explain seismic anisotropy observed at the bottom of the mantle [e.g., Wookey et al., 2005]. First,
principle calculations of atomic diffusion [Ammann et al., 2010] indicate that the viscosity of post-perovskite
may be lower than that of perovskite by a factor of O(103) to O(104). Dynamically, the combination of a low
viscosity and a large positive Clapeyron slope should have some influences on the long-term evolution of
thermal and chemical structures in the mantle.

Compositional heterogeneities are widely thought to exist above the core-mantle boundary (CMB) in order
to explain observations from various global seismological studies [e.g., Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Masters et al.,
2000; Trampert et al., 2004] and local regional seismological studies [e.g., Ni et al., 2002; Wang and Wen, 2007;
He and Wen, 2012]. The detailed nature of these compositional heterogeneities is still not clearly under-
stood. One hypothesis is that they are reservoirs of primordial material formed at early stages in the Earth’s
history through one or more melting-related differentiation processes [e.g., Solomatov and Stevenson, 1993;
Labrosse et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2010] and that these primordial reservoirs have been maintained in the lower
mantle over the Earth’s history with limited interaction with the surface. The presence of undegassed reser-
voirs in the deep mantle is further supported by oceanic island basalts geochemistry (see Hofmann [1997]
for a review). Previous numerical experiments have identified important parameters controlling the stabil-
ity of dense reservoirs [e.g., McNamara and Zhong, 2005; Deschamps and Tackley, 2008, 2009; Li et al., 2014],
including the buoyancy ratio and the thermal viscosity contrast. These studies, however, did not include the
Pv to pPv phase transition.
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Other studies have focused on the influence of weak pPv on mantle convection [e.g., Nakagawa and
Trackley, 2011; Samuel and Tosi, 2012; Li and McNamara, 2013] and found important effects, in particular
a higher mantle temperature, a higher CMB heat flux, and smaller CMB topography. However, no studies
have investigated the dynamical influence of weak pPv on the stability and structure of primordial reser-
voirs of dense material in the lower mantle. Here we use numerical thermochemical mantle convection
simulations in a 3-D spherical shell to investigate the stability and structures of these primordial reservoirs of
dense material.

2. Methods and Model Setup

The numerical experiments are performed with StagYY [Tackley, 2008], which solves the conservation
equations of mass, momentum, energy, and composition for an anelastic, compressible fluid with infinite
Prandtl number. Calculations are performed in 3-D spherical geometry on the Yin-Yang grid [Kageyama and
Sato, 2004] with a ratio between inner and outer radii of f = 0.55, matching the Earth’s mantle.

To model the perovskite to post-perovskite phase transition, we use a phase function approach, which is
based on that in Christensen and Yuen [1985], defined as

ΓpPv(T , z) = 0.5 + 0.5tanh
z − zpPv − 𝛾pPv(T − TpPv)

w
(1)

where ΓpPv is the phase function for post-perovskite, which varies from 0 for perovskite to 1 for
post-perovskite, T and z are temperature and depth, respectively, (TpPv, zpPv) is a point on the phase bound-
ary, 𝛾pPv is the Clapeyron slope (which we fix here to 13 MPa/K), and w is the width of the phase transition.
In this study, the phase boundary from perovskite to post-perovskite occurs at 2650 K and 2700 km depth,
which allows a double crossing in the lowermost mantle [e.g., Hernlund et al., 2005].

The viscosity is assumed to depend on temperature, depth, and yield stress. An additional viscosity jump of
30 is imposed at the boundary between upper and lower mantle. The viscosity is further allowed to depend
on the phase (perovskite or post-perovskite). Viscosity is thus given by

𝜂(z, T ,ΓpPv) = 𝜂0[1 + 29H(z − 660)]exp
[
ΓpPvln(𝜂pPv) + Va

z
D

+ Ea

ΔTS

(T + Toff)

]

𝜂Y =
𝜎0 + 𝜎iP

2ė
(2)

𝜂 = 1(
1

𝜂(z,T ,ΓpPv )
+ 1

𝜂Y

)

where 𝜂0 is the reference viscosity (taken at temperature T = 1600 K and depth z = 0 km), H is the Heaviside
step function, and 𝜂pPv is the viscosity jump between perovskite and post-perovskite (1 for regular pPv, and
1/1000 for weak pPv in this study). Va and Ea are, respectively, the nondimensional activation volume and
energy, which control viscosity variations with depth and temperature. In this study, we fixed the value of
Va to 4.602 and Ea to 23.026. Toff is the offset temperature which is set to 0.88ΔTS. The yield stress (𝜎0) at
surface is 300 MPa, and the gradient of yield stress (𝜎i) is 0.001 Pa/Pa. Finally, ė is the second invariant of
the strain rate tensor. To avoid numerical difficulties, the viscosity is truncated between 10−3 and 105 of the
reference viscosity.

The reference Rayleigh number is defined as follows:

Raref =
𝛼sg𝜌sΔTsD3

𝜂0𝜅s
(3)

where 𝛼s is the surface thermal expansion, g the acceleration of gravity, ΔTs the superadiabatic temperature
difference, D the mantle thickness, 𝜂0 the reference thermal viscosity (1.6 × 1021 Pa S in this study, which
is the viscosity obtained using the potential temperature of 1600 K, and depth of 0 km), and 𝜅s the surface
thermal diffusivity. This reference Rayleigh number remains constant during the entire experiment. In this
study we prescribed Raref = 108. The effective Rayleigh number Raeff calculated with volume-averaged
properties varies with time but remains around 3 × 106.

The initial temperature is adiabatic with a potential temperature of 2000 K, plus thermal boundary layers at
top and bottom (300 K at the top and 3750 K at the CMB), and the shell is heated from both the bottom and
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Table 1. Mantle Model Physical Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Units Nondimensional

Reference Rayleigh number Ras 108

Buoyancy ratio B 0.36
Volume fraction of primordial material X 0.037
Initial thickness of primordial layer hDL 0.07
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m/s2 1.0
Mantle thickness D 2891 km 1.0
Ratio of inner to outer radii of the shell f 0.55
Superadiabatic temperature difference ΔTS 2500 K 1.0
Reference adiabat Tas 1600 K 0.64
Surface density 𝜌S 3300 kg/m3 1
CMB density 𝜌b 4950 kg/m3 1.5
Surface thermal expansion 𝛼S 5.0 × 10−5 K−1 1.0
CMB thermal expansion 𝛼S 1.0 × 10−5 K−1 0.2
Surface thermal diffusivity 𝜅S 6.24 × 10−7 m2/s 1.0
CMB thermal diffusivity 𝜅b 8.74 × 10−7 m2/s 1.4
Reference thermal viscosity (T = 1600 K , z = 0 km) 𝜂0 1.6 × 1021 Pa s 1.0
Reference transition depth (pv-pPv) zpPv 2700 km 0.934
Reference transition temperature (pv-pPv) TpPv 2650 K 1.06
Clapeyron slope (pv-pPv) ΓpPv 13 MPa/K 0.347

within. The numerical resolution is 64 × 192 × 64 × 2, radially refined in the top and bottom 150 km, with
24 million tracers to track composition. The compositional field is calculated from the fraction of dense
tracers at each location and varies between 0 for regular material and 1 for primordial material.

The density contrast between primordial and regular material is controlled by the buoyancy ratio (B)

B =
Δ𝜌C

𝛼s𝜌sΔTs
(4)

where Δ𝜌C is the density difference between the dense and regular material. We fix B to 0.36 in this study.
For a superadiabatic temperature difference ΔTS = 2500 K and thermal expansion 𝛼s = 5.0 × 10−5 (i.e., taken
at z = 0 km and T = 1600 K), this corresponds to a density contrast of 147 kg/m3, which, taking preliminary
reference Earth model as a reference, leads to a relative density anomaly of about 3% at the bottom of the
mantle, in agreement with current estimates of density anomalies in the lower mantle [e.g., Trampert et al.,
2004; Mosca et al., 2012]. The values of other physical parameters are listed in Table 1. These values were
identified by Li et al. [2014] as reasonable values for the Earth mantle, i.e., they lead to long-lived reservoirs
of dense material at the bottom of the shell.

To estimate the degree of mixing between dense and regular materials, we used the average depth of dense
material, as defined in Deschamps and Tackley [2008]:

< hc >=
1
V ∫V

C(r, 𝜃, 𝜙)rdV (5)

For stable layering, < hc > remains constant in time at a × hDL, where a is a geometrical constant depending
on the curvature of the shell and hDL is the initial thickness of the dense layer. As the layer becomes unstable,
< hc > increases. More importantly, < hc > is a good measure of the degree of mixing of the system at
each stage of the experiment. For a ratio between the inner and outer radii of f = 0.55, stable layering and
efficient mixing lead to < hc > around 0.04 and 0.63, respectively. Intermediate values indicate the presence
of stable reservoirs.

3. Results

To study the influence of the low viscosity of post-perovskite, we performed two experiments, one with
𝜂pPv = 1 (regular pPv) and one with 𝜂pPv = 10−3 (weak pPv). Figure 1 plots the time variations of several
output observables of these models. In the weak pPv case, the CMB heat flux is larger by about 50% than
in the regular pPv case, in agreement with previous studies in 2-D Cartesian [Cizkova et al., 2010] and
3-D-spherical [Nakagawa and Tackley, 2011] geometries. In contrast, in the time range 1.5–4.5 Gyr, the sur-
face heat flux is similar for weak and regular pPv cases, around 55 mW/m2. In the weak pPv case, the CMB
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Figure 1. (a) CMB and surface heat flux for regular and weak pPv as a function of time. (b) Volume-averaged mantle temperature as a function of time. (c) Percent-
age of CMB area and 300 km above CMB area covered by primordial reservoirs as a function of time. (d) The average altitude of primordial material as a function
of time.

heat flux is strongly time dependent, with variations of up to 40 mW/m2 in amplitude and a pseudo-period
of around 0.5 Gyr. Such variations are a good indication that strong, small-scale thermal instabilities are gen-
erated in the bottom thermal boundary layer. The main explanation for the difference in heat flux between
regular and weak pPv cases is that cold slabs can spread more easily over the CMB. Meanwhile, the less
time-dependent surface heat flux of both regular and weak pPv cases indicates that the system has reached
a statistically steady state. Another interesting difference between the regular and weak pPv cases is that the
difference between the CMB and surface heat flux is much larger in the weak pPv case (around 60 mW/m2)
than in the regular pPv case (around 20 mW/m2). Figure 1b shows the volume-averaged mantle tempera-
ture as a function of time, indicating a slower cooling of mantle temperature in the weak pPv case than in
the regular pPv case. Figure 1c shows the area covered by primordial reservoirs at CMB and 300 km above
CMB with regular and weak pPv. We do not observe significant differences between the regular and weak
pPv cases. The area covered by primordial reservoirs at the CMB is similar for the regular and weak pPv cases
(around 50%), but at 300 km above CMB, where most of the area is dominated by perovskite, it is slightly
large for the regular pPv case (around 35%) than for the weak pPv case (around 30%), indicating that the
volume of the dense reservoirs is slightly smaller in the weak pPv case. Figure 1d, showing the average alti-
tude of dense material as a function of time < hc > (equation (4)), indicates that the reservoirs are stable for
both regular and weak pPv cases. Note that < hc > is slightly larger for the weak pPv case, i.e., the entrain-
ment of dense material by plumes is slightly larger in the weak pPv case. It is important to point out that
the difference in the size of the reservoirs and in the entrainment of dense material, as seen by Figures 1c
and 1d, remains limited, and overall, the size of the dense reservoirs and the entrainment for the weak and
regular pPv case are very similar. We do not see substantial lateral variation in the shape and position of the
dense reservoirs. Once formed, the boundaries of reservoirs change slightly with time, but reservoirs remain
around the stable around the same location.

Figure 2 shows snapshots of the temperature and composition fields, and the phase boundary of pPv at
t = 4.0 Gyr. As previously indicated by Figure 1c, isosurfaces of the chemical field show that the total CMB
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Figure 2. Snapshots of cases with (a, b) regular pPv and (c, d) weak pPv at 4 Gyr. Isosurface of potential temperature
with contour level T = 0.7 (Figures 2a and 2c). Isosurface of the composition with contour level C = 0.50 (green) and
isosurface of pPv (cyan) (Figures 2b and 2d). (e) One-dimensional profile of temperature. (f ) One-dimensional profile of
viscosity for these two cases.

areas covered by primordial reservoirs are similar in these two cases. Figures 3b and 3e further indicate that
the topography of the dense reservoirs in the weak and regular pPv cases are comparable. In addition, in
both cases the thermal anomalies and the dense reservoirs have steep edges, which is consistent with seis-
mological observations of Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces [Ni et al., 2002]. Note that in both cases, the
pPv phase is stable only outside the dense reservoirs, which are hotter than average, and thus outside the
stability field of pPv. Since the weak pPv also destabilizes the lower mantle’s thermal boundary layer, large
plumes arise more easily from the lower thermal boundary layer and are more likely to arise from the mar-
gins of the primordial reservoirs, which is consistent with the paleomagnetic reconstruction of the location
of large igneous provinces [Torsvik et al., 2006; Burke et al., 2008]. Comparison between the 1-D profiles of
temperature shows that the case with weak pPv has a higher average temperature throughout most of the
mantle, except in the deepest mantle, where the phase transition from Pv to pPv is most likely to occur. As
a consequence, in the case with regular pPv the mantle is globally more viscous throughout the domain. In
the case with weak pPv, we further observe a wider spreading of cold downwellings along the CMB area.
As a result, in cold regions, the location of the phase transition is shallower than that in the case with regu-
lar pPv. This leads to a more heterogenous distribution of pPv in the deep mantle, which may partly help to
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Figure 3. Snapshots of cases with (a–c) regular and (d–f ) weak pPv at 2790 km depth and evolution time equals to 4 Gyr.
Temperature (Figures 3a and 3d), composition (Figures 3b and 3e), and viscosity (Figures 3c and 3f ).

explain the seismic discontinuity in the D′′ region. Since the CMB temperature is fixed at 3750 K in this study,
the CMB region is still in the stability field of perovskite, and a “double crossing” of the pPv phase change
can be observed just above CMB. In the case of weak pPv, this induces a sharp increase in viscosity right
above the CMB in a layer of a few tens of kilometers thick (Figure 2f ).

Figure 3 shows polar slices of temperature, composition, and viscosity combined with spherical surface
slices at 2790 km. Temperature and composition fields at this depth do not have significant differences com-
pared to each other. In contrast, the viscosity field at this depth is different. In the regular pPv case, the dense
reservoirs are less viscous than the surrounding material by about 2 orders of magnitude. In the weak pPv
case, the situation is reversed, i.e., the reservoirs of dense material are more viscous than the surrounding
material (which is mostly in the pPv phase) by 2 orders of magnitude. This leads to a larger topography and
sharper edges of the primordial reservoirs.

Figure 4 shows spectral heterogeneity maps of the composition and temperature fields at 4 Gyr for the
two experiments. In both cases, chemical heterogeneities are dominated by long-wavelength structure
(degree 2) at the bottom of the shell. Because small fractions of dense material are entrained upward by
plumes, small-scale heterogeneities may be present elsewhere in the mantle, but Figure 4 shows that these
are not significant. Thermal anomalies are dominated by strong degree 2 anomalies in the deep mantle

Figure 4. Spectral heterogeneity maps of Figure 2. (top) Regular pPv and (bottom) weak pPv. (left) Composition field and
(right) temperature field.
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and below the surface. Overall, these heterogeneities would result in strong large-scale seismic velocity
anomalies at the bottom of the mantle, as observed in tomographic models, with shear wave velocity in hot
reservoirs of dense material appearing slower than average. In our case, the seismic dichotomy between the
dense reservoirs and their surroundings would be enhanced by the fact that shear waves travel faster in pPv
than in Pv [e.g., Tsuchiya et al., 2004].

4. Discussion

Our calculations show that the presence of weak pPv, with viscosity lower by 3 orders of magnitude com-
pared to Pv, does not substantially modify the stability of reservoirs of dense material at the bottom of the
mantle. Such reservoirs remain stable during a period comparable to the age of the Earth, and their height
and width are comparable to those obtained with regular pPv. This result is consistent with previous stud-
ies showing that the most important parameters which control the stability and structure of the primordial
reservoirs in the lower mantle are buoyancy ratio and thermal viscosity contrast [e.g., McNamara and Zhong,
2005; Deschamps and Tackley, 2009]. The presence of weak pPv, however, induces small differences.

Regarding the temperature field, we find that mantle cooling is slower with weak pPv, and the CMB heat flux
is larger but more time dependent, because the weak pPv enhances the convective vigor above the CMB,
which is consistent with previous studies [e.g., Bower et al., 2009; Tosi et al., 2010; Nakagawa and Tackley,
2011; Samuel and Tosi, 2012]. Cold slabs spread more widely along the CMB in the case with weak pPv. This
tends to push the primordial reservoirs aside, sharpening the edges of these reservoirs and triggering the
generation of hot upwellings from their margins.

Cadek and Fleitout [2006] pointed out that the viscosity of some cold downwelling regions may be less than
the average, while hot regions are more viscous than average. Because plumes rise from these hot regions,
plume dynamics may be altered by this situation. However, the 2-D Cartesian models of Cizkova et al. [2010]
in 2-D Cartesian geometry show that this does not substantially modify the dynamics of the hot regions. Our
calculations confirm this conclusion in 3-D spherical geometry. The hot primordial reservoirs also appear to
be more viscous than the cold surrounding regions due to the low viscosity of pPv. This slightly strength-
ens the stability of these reservoirs and tends to generate a sharper boundary, but it does not prevent the
growth and rise of plumes at the top of the hot reservoirs.

Our conclusions may be altered by several parameters. First, tomographic observations show clear evi-
dence that the subducting slabs can reach the core-mantle boundary and may bring mid-ocean ridge
basalt (MORB) to the lower mantle. Although in this study the size of primordial reservoirs does not change
significantly, the study by Nakagawa and Tackley [2011] pointed out that the amount of recycled MORB seg-
regating above the CMB might substantially increases due to the weak viscosity of the pPv. It is necessary to
carefully examine the effect of weak pPv in a system which contains both primordial material and recycled
MORB. Second, a large Clapeyron slope (e.g., 13 MPa/K) avoids a large or fully covering layer of pPv above
CMB, but it may allow the phase change from Pv to pPv to occur within hot reservoirs of primordial mate-
rial [Lay et al., 2006; Tackley et al., 2013]. This may trigger small-scale heterogeneities (e.g., ultralow velocity
zones) in the lower mantle, whose effect on the stability of the dense reservoirs needs to be investigated.
The temperature at the CMB may also play an important role. Here we used TCMB = 3750 K based on the
upper bound estimated by a recent mineral physics research by Nomura et al. [2014]. Higher temperatures,
as previously estimated, would reduce the stability field of pPv. This would not alter the main conclusion
that the stability of reservoirs of dense material is not affected by the presence of weak pPv. Finally, the
potential effects of core cooling are not considered in this study. Core cooling, however, may alter the results
from this study by leading to a faster cooling of the mantle due to the thermal effects induced by a weak pPv
(e.g., higher CMB heat flux). As a consequence, after 4.5 Gyr the mantle temperature may be lower for the
weak pPv case than for the regular pPv. This may in turn promote the formation of more pPv and potentially
have a stronger influence on the stability of the reservoirs of dense material.
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